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so, once you get past that password, the next challenge is to crack the hashes of the hashes for the next round of
weak passwords. the principle is the same but the process is more complex, since instead of just searching for the
hash of the next word in the dictionary, we have to search for the hash of the previous hash of the word you are
trying to crack, the hash of the next hash, and so on, until you reach the weakest password. once you've cracked

the password, and when you can get a crack, it's time to move on to the next target. if you are aware of what time
it is, you could automate the cracking process, so that the same password could be cracked in less time. to do this,

create a script that will start cracking a password at a certain time and keep the password to crack as a
configurable variable, then run it. fortunately, the cracker will give a percentage of that's cracked, so you can use
that to determine if you should shut it down or continue. if the cracker says that a great number of hashes have

been cracked, you can take a guess on which one it might be. if a small percentage was cracked, you should
continue. if no hashes were cracked, you should shut the cracker down. finally, if it did not finish you can try to
restart the process. sure, you could be swifter about the build process, and use components sourced from the

various available diy websites. but i dont know about you, but i like to spend my time building amps, not looking
for the cheapest components. thats why i used the suggested parts from bottlehead. when i built this amp for my

friend, i made a couple mistakes (though this was my first). first, i did not source and use the suggested
components. i opted for cheaper, sure-to-work-but-not-as-good parts. i used 2 npn transistors, a 2n4003, a

2n3904, a 2n3414, and a 1n4001. these were all cheap, generic part numbers i picked off the shelf at parts store.
some caps were even cheap chinese imports.
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an important upgrade for the glass sleeve is to plate the sleeve with silver. this is a really effective
method of prevention of condensation build-up inside the sleeve and is used on expensive and high

frequency units such as the mps and mullard tube, and is recommended for bottleheads by the
manufacturers. the very fragile pin sockets on bottleheads output are notoriously unreliable. a much
better option is to sell them off and use a good size, well knurled screw-driver socket. both methods

work extremely well. this is the tricky part! the capacitor selection, must be absolutely spot on to
avoid oscillation and unstable amplification. with bottlehead, the numbers suggested by the

manufacturer are not sufficiently accurate for good results. to check this, the scope trace is checked
regularly against the capacitor in use. the capacitor selected should have a cutoff of 1.6mhz for the

most dramatic results. the winder connection is a very common method of connecting a
potentiometer to a tube amplifier, but for bottlehead it is not well-suited. it has a twisty waist and is
not a good mounting point. for bottlehead, the pot was mounted on the ceiling and a large slug was

used with a center post to ensure a good connection to the tube. cutting the center post off
completely left a very good pot and was a very stable connection point. typically this is used on
much smaller amplifiers, where the added stability from a post and slug are sufficient. unwanted
oscillations are typically caused by sonic coupling to other air spaces in the room, power supply

components, and to the amp itself. to fix this, a number of methods are usually employed:double
box construction: this method requires two boxes for the amp enclosure. the outer case acts as a

separate acoustic chamber, and the inner case is a pressure vessel with a thermally insulating foam
core. very high performance is generally possible with this method, but it is difficult to build and

manufacture. 5ec8ef588b
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